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IntermediateNew Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Office 2019 AdvancedNew
Perspectives on Microsoft Excel 2013, ComprehensiveNew Perspectives on
Microsoft PowerPoint 2013, BriefNew Perspectives on Microsoft Word 2000New
Perspectives on Microsoft Office Word 2007, IntroductoryNew Perspectives in
Forensic Human Skeletal IdentificationNew Perspectives on Microsoft Office 2013
First Course, Enhanced EditionNew Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Excel 2016:
ComprehensiveExam Prep for Bundle; New Perspectives on Microsoft Word
Microsoft Office XPNew Perspectives on Microsoft Excel 2013, BriefNew
Perspectives on Microsoft Word 2010: IntroductoryNew Perspectives on Microsoftr
Office Word 2010, ComprehensiveNew Perspectives on Microsoft Office 2013, First
CourseNew Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 and Word 2016New Perspectives on
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New Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 and Word 2019 Comprehensive100 Years of
Human Chorionic GonadotropinNew Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Office
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Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Word 2016: IntermediateNew Perspectives on
Microsoft Office Word 2007, Brief, Premium Video EditionNew Perspectives on
Microsoft Word 2013, BriefNew Perspectives on Microsoft Office 2010, First
CourseNew Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Office 2016: Introductory, Spiral
bound VersionNew Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Excel 2019
ComprehensiveNew Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Word 2016:
IntroductoryNew Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Office 2016New Perspectives
Microsoft Office 365 & Office 2019 IntermediateExam Prep for: New Perspectives
on Microsoft Word 2013, New Perspectives on Microsoft Word 2013,
IntroductoryMicrosoft Word 97New Perspectives Microsoft Office 2016 Intermediate

New Perspectives on Microsoft Office 2013 First Course,
Enhanced Edition
Now readers can develop the Microsoft PowerPoint 2016 skills needed to be
successful in college or the business world beyond with the emphasis on criticalthinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES
MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & POWERPOINT 2016: INTERMEDIATE. Updated with allnew case scenarios, this edition clearly applies the skills readers are learning to
real-world situations, making the concepts even more relevant. All content and
activities throughout NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & POWERPOINT
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2016: INTERMEDIATE help readers understand the importance of what they’re
learning. This edition focuses on strengthening learning outcomes and transferring
skills to other applications and disciplines for further success. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.

New Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Word 2016:
Comprehensive
Develop the Microsoft Office 365 and Excel 2019 skills students need to be
successful in college and beyond with the emphasis on critical-thinking, problemsolving, and in-depth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE
365 & EXCEL 2019 COMPREHENSIVE. Updated with all-new case scenarios, this
edition clearly applies the skills students are learning to real-world situations to
make concepts even more relevant across the applications and reinforces critical
skills to make them successful in their educational and professional careers. NEW
PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & EXCEL 2019 COMPREHENSIVE
demonstrates the importance of what students are learning while strengthening
your skills and helping students transfer those skills to other applications and
disciplines for further success. In addition, MindTap and updated SAM (Skills
Assessment Manager) online resources are available to guide additional study and
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ensure successful results.

New Perspectives on Microsoft Word 2013, Comprehensive
Now readers can develop the Microsoft Office 2016 skills they need to be
successful in college and beyond with the emphasis on critical-thinking, problemsolving, and in-depth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE
365 & OFFICE 2016: INTRODUCTORY. Updated with all-new case scenarios, this
edition engages readers by clearly applying skills to real-world situations to make
concepts more relevant. New Productivity Apps provide a visual introduction to
Microsoft OneNote, Sway, Office Mix and Edge with fun, hands-on activities. All
content and activities throughout NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 &
OFFICE 2016: INTRODUCTORY help readers understand the importance of what
they’re learning. This edition focuses on improving learning outcomes and
transferring skills to other applications and disciplines for further success.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.

New Perspectives on Microsoft Office Word 2007, Brief
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depth coverage, New Perspectives helps students develop the Microsoft Office
2013 skills they need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all new
case-based tutorials, New Perspectives Microsoft Excel 2013 continues to engage
students in applying skills to real-world situations, making concepts relevant. A
new Troubleshoot case problem enhances critical thinking, and a new tutorial on
Managing Your Files helps students navigate Windows 8. As always, New
Perspectives improves learning outcomes and transference of skills by helping
students understand why what they're learning is important. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.

New Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Word 2019 + Mindtap,
1 Term Printed Access Card
Develop the complete Microsoft Word 2016 skills you need to be successful in
college and beyond with the emphasis on critical-thinking, problem-solving, and indepth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & WORD
2016: COMPREHENSIVE. Updated with all-new case scenarios, this edition clearly
applies the skills you are learning to real-world situations, making the concepts
even more relevant. New Productivity Apps provide a visual introduction to
Microsoft OneNote, Sway, Office Mix and Edge with fun, hands-on activities.
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Companion Sways provide videos and step-by-step instructions to help you learn to
use each app. NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & WORD 2016:
COMPREHENSIVE demonstrates the importance of all of the Microsoft Word 2016
skills you're learning while strengthening your outcomes and helping you transfer
your thorough understanding of Word to other applications and disciplines for
further success.

New Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & PowerPoint 2016:
Intermediate
Develop the Microsoft Office 365 and Office 2019 skills students need to be
successful in college and beyond with the emphasis on critical-thinking, problemsolving, and in-depth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE
365 & OFFICE 2019 ADVANCED. Updated with all-new case scenarios, this edition
clearly applies the skills students are learning to real-world situations to make
concepts even more relevant across the applications and reinforces critical skills to
make them successful in their educational and professional careers. NEW
PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & OFFICE 2019 ADVANCED demonstrates
the importance of what students are learning while strengthening your skills and
helping students transfer those skills to other applications and disciplines for
further success. In addition, MindTap and updated SAM (Skills Assessment
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Manager) online resources are available to guide additional study and ensure
successful results. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

New Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Office 2019 Advanced
Now readers can develop the more advanced Microsoft Word 2016 skills needed to
be successful in college or the business world beyond with the in-depth coverage
and emphasis on critical-thinking and problem-solving found in NEW PERSPECTIVES
MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & WORD 2016: INTERMEDIATE. Updated with all-new case
scenarios, this edition clearly applies the basic and advanced Microsoft Word skills
readers are learning to real-world situations, making the concepts even more
relevant. All content and activities throughout NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT
OFFICE 365 & WORD 2016: INTERMEDIATE help readers understand the
importance of what they’re learning. This edition focuses on strengthening learning
outcomes and transferring skills to other applications and disciplines for further
success. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

New Perspectives on Microsoft Excel 2013, Comprehensive
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With the New Perspectives' critical-thinking, problem-solving approach, students
will gain a comprehensive understanding of Microsoft Office Word 2010 and will
learn how to take advantage of the flexibility it offers. Case-based tutorials
challenge students to apply what they are learning to real-life tasks, preparing
them to easily transfer skills to new situations. With New Perspectives, students
understand why they're learning what they're learning and are better situated to
retain skills beyond the classroom.

New Perspectives on Microsoft PowerPoint 2013, Brief
Now readers can develop the complete set of Microsoft Excel 2016 skills needed to
be successful in college or the business world beyond with the emphasis on criticalthinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES
MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & EXCEL 2016: COMPREHENSIVE. Updated with all-new
case scenarios, this edition clearly applies the Microsoft Excel 2016 skills readers
are learning to real-world situations, making the concepts even more relevant. All
content and activities throughout NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 &
EXCEL 2016: COMPREHENSIVE help readers understand the importance of each
Microsoft Excel 2016 skill they are learning. This edition focuses on strengthening
learning outcomes and transferring the complete Microsoft Excel 2016 skill set to
other applications and disciplines for further success. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
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available in the ebook version.

New Perspectives on Microsoft Word 2000
With proven pedagogy that emphasizes critical-thinking, problem-solving, and indepth coverage, New Perspectives helps you develop the Microsoft Office 2013
skills you need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all new casebased tutorials, New Perspectives Microsoft Office 2013 engages you in applying
skills to real-world situations, making concepts relevant. A new Troubleshoot type
of case problem enhances critical thinking. As always, New Perspectives improves
learning outcomes and transference of skills by helping you understand the
importance of what you're learning. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.

New Perspectives on Microsoft Office Word 2007, Introductory
In the New Perspective Series, this title takes a case-based, problem-solving
approach to teaching Microsoft Word 2007 skills. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
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New Perspectives in Forensic Human Skeletal Identification
100 years of Human Chorionic Gonadotropin: Reviews and New Perspectives is a
collection of articles written by some of the world’s leading experts on the
pregnancy hormone and cancer marker hCG. In 2019 it is difficult to ignore the
effect that our understanding of hCG has had on the lives of millions of people
worldwide. The hCG immunoassay, in one form or another, is now one of the most
common medical tests conducted and is often the first indication that a mother-tobe is pregnant. Not only a marker of pregnancy, hCG is utilized in the diagnosis
and monitoring in oncology and presents a potential target for novel cancer
therapeutics. 100 years ago, in 1919, Hirose was demonstrating gonadotropic
functions which resulted from a chorionic factor. Over the last century this factor
has become defined as hCG and more recently explored as not one molecule but a
group of molecules with variable structure and variable functions in both
pregnancy and cancer. hCG is a multi-faceted molecule that has clinical and
therapeutic implications but can be a challenging topic for researchers and
physicians alike. This text covers the different structures and functions of hCG
exploring the genes and evolution of the molecule, the different protein and
glycosylation structures which can exist and their effect on structure, detection
and quantification. 100 Years of hCG is not an attempt to recount the history of
every publication on hCG, but rather a collection of reviews and new perspectives
by "hCG-ologists", the term used by Hussa to describe biochemists working on HCG
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in the first book written on the topic over 30 years ago. Some of the authors have
been around a while, some not so long, but others are just beginning their journey
with a most beguiling molecule. Provides updated information on a complex and
changing subject in five sections Reviews historical perspectives and
developments over the last 100 years Includes novel insights into the structure,
function and detection of hCG in pregnancy and cancer Includes chapters on the
use of mass spectrometry to detect and quantify hCG as well as traditional
immunoassays and over the counter pregnancy tests Describes the role of hCG in
pregnancy, endometrial receptivity and embryo implantation and the use in
fertility treatment Addresses the specific hyperglycosylated hCG test that can
distinguish a normal term from a failing pregnancy and also screen for
preeclampsia and gestational hypertension in pregnancy as well as its use as a
marker and treatment target in cancer. Includes chapters on the development and
use of hCG vaccines Includes a section on hCG and in subunits in cancer

New Perspectives on Microsoft Office 2013 First Course,
Enhanced Edition
Now readers can develop the complete Microsoft Word 2016 skills needed to be
successful in college or the business world beyond with the emphasis on criticalthinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES
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MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & WORD 2016: COMPREHENSIVE. Updated with all-new
case scenarios, this edition clearly applies the Word 2016 skills readers are
learning to real-world situations, making the concepts even more relevant. All
content and activities throughout NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 &
WORD 2016: COMPREHENSIVE help readers understand the importance of each
Microsoft Word 2016 skill they are learning. This edition focuses on strengthening
learning outcomes and transferring the complete Microsoft Word 2016 skill set to
other applications and disciplines for further success. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

New Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Excel 2016:
Comprehensive
Your text simplified as the essential facts to prepare you for your exams. Over
2,000 higly probable test items.

Exam Prep for Bundle; New Perspectives on Microsoft Word
With proven pedagogy that emphasizes critical-thinking, problem-solving, and indepth coverage, New Perspectives helps students develop the Microsoft Office
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2013 skills they need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all new
case-based tutorials, New Perspectives Microsoft Office 2013 continues to engage
students in applying skills to real-world situations, making concepts relevant. A
new Troubleshoot case problem enhances critical thinking, and a new tutorial on
Managing Your Files helps students navigate Windows 8. As always, New
Perspectives improves learning outcomes and transference of skills by helping
students understand why what they're learning is important. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.

Microsoft Office XP
New Perspectives on Microsoft Excel 2013, Brief
In the New Perspective Series, this title takes a case-based, problem-solving
approach to teaching Microsoft Word 2007 skills. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

New Perspectives on Microsoft Word 2010: Introductory
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Now readers can develop the Microsoft Word 2016 skills needed to be successful in
college or the business world beyond with the emphasis on critical-thinking,
problem-solving, and in-depth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT
OFFICE 365 & WORD 2016: INTRODUCTORY. Updated with all-new case scenarios,
this edition clearly applies the skills readers are learning to real-world situations,
making the concepts even more relevant. All content and activities throughout
NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & WORD 2016 INTRODUCTORY help
readers understand the importance of what they’re learning. This edition focuses
on strengthening learning outcomes and transferring skills to other applications
and disciplines for further success. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.

New Perspectives on Microsoftr Office Word 2010,
Comprehensive
New Perspectives in Forensic Human Skeletal Identification provides a
comprehensive and up-to-date perspective on human identification methods in
forensic anthropology. Divided into four distinct sections, the chapters will reflect
recent advances in human skeletal identification, including statistical and
morphometric methods for assessing the biological profile (sex, age, ancestry,
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stature), biochemical methods of identification (DNA analysis, stable isotope
analysis, bomb curve analysis), and use of comparative radiography. The final
section of this book highlights advances in human identification techniques that
are being applied to international populations and disaster victims. The
contributing authors represent established experts in forensic anthropology and
closely related fields. New Perspectives in Forensic Human Skeletal Identification
will be an essential resource for researchers, practitioners, and advanced students
interested in state-of-the-art methods for human identification. A comprehensive
and up-to-date volume on human identification methods in forensic anthropology
Focuses on recent advances such as statistical and morphometric methods for
assessing the biological profile, biochemical methods of identification and use of
comparative radiography Includes an entire section on human identification
techniques being applied to international populations and disaster victims

New Perspectives on Microsoft Office 2013, First Course
New Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 and Word 2016
Now readers can develop the more advanced Microsoft Office 2016 skills they need
to be successful in college and beyond with the emphasis on critical-thinking,
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problem-solving, and in-depth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT
OFFICE 365 & OFFICE 2016: INTERMEDIATE. Updated with all-new case scenarios,
this edition engages readers by clearly applying higher-level Microsoft Office 2016
skills to real-world situations. New Productivity Apps provide a visual introduction
to Microsoft OneNote, Sway, Office Mix and Edge with fun, hands-on activities. All
content and activities throughout NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 &
OFFICE 2016: INTERMEDIATE help readers understand the importance of the
advanced Microsoft Office skills they’re learning. This edition focuses on improving
learning outcomes and transferring skills to other applications and disciplines for
further success. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

New Perspectives on Microsoft Word 2000
Exam Prep for: Bundle; New Perspectives on Microsoft. Word.
New Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 and Word 2019
Comprehensive
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100 Years of Human Chorionic Gonadotropin
Part of our New Perspectives Series, this text offers a case-oriented, problemsolving approach for learning the basic to intermediate features of Microsoft Word
2000.

New Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Office 2019
Intermediate
A case-based, step-by-step approach to learning how to use Microsoft Office XP.

New Perspectives on Early Social-Cognitive Development
Develop the Microsoft Office 365 and Office 2019 skills students need to be
successful in college and beyond with the emphasis on critical-thinking, problemsolving, and in-depth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE
365 & OFFICE 2019 INTERMEDIATE. Updated with all-new case scenarios, this
edition clearly applies the skills students are learning to real-world situations to
make concepts even more relevant across the applications and reinforces critical
skills to make them successful in their educational and professional careers. NEW
PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & OFFICE 2019 INTERMEDIATE
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demonstrates the importance of what students are learning while strengthening
your skills and helping students transfer those skills to other applications and
disciplines for further success. In addition, MindTap and updated SAM (Skills
Assessment Manager) online resources are available to guide additional study and
ensure successful results.

New Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Word 2016:
Intermediate
Develop the Microsoft® Office 365 and Word 2019 skills students need to be
successful in college and beyond with the emphasis on critical-thinking, problemsolving, and in-depth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE
365 & WORD 2019 COMPREHENSIVE. Updated with all-new case scenarios, this
edition clearly applies the skills students are learning to real-world situations to
make concepts even more relevant across the applications and reinforces critical
skills to make them successful in their educational and professional careers. NEW
PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & WORD 2019 COMPREHENSIVE
demonstrates the importance of what students are learning while strengthening
your skills and helping students transfer those skills to other applications and
disciplines for further success. In addition, MindTap and updated SAM (Skills
Assessment Manager) online resources are available to guide additional study and
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ensure successful results.

New Perspectives on Microsoft Office Word 2007, Brief,
Premium Video Edition
With the New Perspectives' critical-thinking, problem-solving approach, students
will gain a comprehensive understanding of Microsoft Office 2010 and will learn
how to take advantage of the flexibility it offers. Case-based tutorials challenge
students to apply what they are learning to real-life tasks, preparing them to easily
transfer skills to new situations. With New Perspectives, students understand why
they're learning what they're learning and are better situated to retain skills
beyond the classroom. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

New Perspectives on Microsoft Word 2013, Brief
With proven pedagogy that emphasizes critical-thinking, problem-solving, and indepth coverage, New Perspectives helps students develop the Microsoft Office
2013 skills they need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all new
case-based tutorials, New Perspectives Microsoft Word 2013 continues to engage
students in applying skills to real-world situations, making concepts relevant. A
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new Troubleshoot case problem enhances critical thinking, and a new tutorial on
Managing Your Files helps students navigate Windows 8. As always, New
Perspectives improves learning outcomes and transference of skills by helping
students understand why what they're learning is important. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.

New Perspectives on Microsoft Office 2010, First Course
With proven pedagogy that emphasizes critical-thinking, problem-solving, and indepth coverage, New Perspectives helps students develop the Microsoft Office
2013 skills they need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all new
case-based tutorials, New Perspectives Microsoft Word 2013 continues to engage
students in applying skills to real-world situations, making concepts relevant. A
new Troubleshoot case problem enhances critical thinking, and a new tutorial on
Managing Your Files helps students navigate Windows 8. As always, New
Perspectives improves learning outcomes and transference of skills by helping
students understand why what they're learning is important. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
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New Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Office 2016:
Introductory, Spiral bound Version
New Perspectives on Early Social-Cognitive Development, Volume 258 in the
Progress in Brain Research series, highlights new advances in the field, with this
new volume presenting interesting chapters on topics such as Dynamics of
Coordinated Attention, Investigating the Role of Neural Body Maps in Early SocialCognitive Development: New Insights from Infant MEG and EEG, Motion tracking in
developmental research: Methodological considerations and social-cognitive
developmental applications, Early maturation of the social brain: How brain
development provides a platform for the acquisition of social-cognitive
competence, Getting a grip on early intention understanding: The role of motor,
cognitive, and social factors, and much more. Provides the authority and expertise
of leading contributors from an international board of authors Presents the latest
release in the Progress in Brain Research series Includes the latest information on
New Perspectives on Early Social-cognitive Development

New Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Excel 2019
Comprehensive
NEW PERSPECTIVES ON MICRSOFT OFFICE WORD 2007 now comes with video! The
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tutorial videos focus on the most important or difficult concepts and skills, helping
students better engage in and retain information. With the text’s critical thinking,
case-based approach, students understand why they’re learning what they’re
learning, and are prepared to easily transfer skills to new situations. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.

New Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Word 2016:
Introductory
Develop the Microsoft Office 2016 advanced skills you need to be successful in
college and beyond with the emphasis on critical-thinking, problem-solving, and indepth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & OFFICE
2016: INTERMEDIATE. Updated with all-new case scenarios, this edition clearly
applies the higher-level skills you are learning to real-world situations to make
concepts even more relevant. New Productivity Apps provide a visual introduction
to Microsoft OneNote, Sway, Office Mix and Edge with fun, hands-on activities.
Companion Sways provide videos and step-by-step instructions to help you learn to
use each app. NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & OFFICE 2016:
INTERMEDIATE demonstrates the importance of what you're learning while
strengthening your abilities in Microsoft Office 2016 and helping you transfer skills
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to other applications and disciplines for further success.

New Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Office 2016
With proven pedagogy that emphasizes critical-thinking, problem-solving, and indepth coverage, New Perspectives helps students develop the Microsoft Office
2013 skills they need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all new
case-based tutorials, New Perspectives Microsoft Excel 2013 continues to engage
students in applying skills to real-world situations, making concepts relevant. A
new Troubleshoot case problem enhances critical thinking, and a new tutorial on
Managing Your Files helps students navigate Windows 8. As always, New
Perspectives improves learning outcomes and transference of skills by helping
students understand why what they're learning is important. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.

New Perspectives Microsoft Office 365 & Office 2019
Intermediate
Exam Prep for: New Perspectives on Microsoft Word 2013,
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With proven pedagogy that emphasizes critical-thinking, problem-solving, and indepth coverage, New Perspectives helps students develop the Microsoft Office
2013 skills they need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all new
case-based tutorials, New Perspectives Microsoft PowerPoint 2013 continues to
engage students in applying skills to real-world situations, making concepts
relevant. A new Troubleshoot case problem enhances critical thinking, and a new
tutorial on Managing Your Files helps students navigate Windows 8. As always,
New Perspectives improves learning outcomes and transference of skills by helping
students understand why what they're learning is important. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.

New Perspectives on Microsoft Word 2013, Introductory
With proven pedagogy that emphasizes critical-thinking, problem-solving, and indepth coverage, New Perspectives helps students develop the Microsoft Office
2013 skills they need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all new
case-based tutorials, New Perspectives Microsoft Word 2013 continues to engage
students in applying skills to real-world situations, making concepts relevant. A
new Troubleshoot case problem enhances critical thinking, and a new tutorial on
Managing Your Files helps students navigate Windows 8. As always, New
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Perspectives improves learning outcomes and transference of skills by helping
students understand why what they're learning is important. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.

Microsoft Word 97
With proven pedagogy that emphasizes critical-thinking, problem-solving, and indepth coverage, New Perspectives helps you develop the Microsoft Office 2013
skills you need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all new casebased tutorials, New Perspectives Microsoft Office 2013 engages you in applying
skills to real-world situations, making concepts relevant. A new Troubleshoot type
of case problem enhances critical thinking. As always, New Perspectives improves
learning outcomes and transference of skills by helping you understand the
importance of what you're learning. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.

New Perspectives Microsoft Office 2016 Intermediate
With the New Perspectives' critical-thinking, problem-solving approach, students
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will gain a comprehensive understanding of Microsoft Office Word 2010 and will
learn how to take advantage of the flexibility it offers. Case-based tutorials
challenge students to apply what they are learning to real-life tasks, preparing
them to easily transfer skills to new situations. With New Perspectives, students
understand why they're learning what they're learning and are better situated to
retain skills beyond the classroom. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
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